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How To Treat Others With Respect and Dignity Guidance
Definitions:
Dignity: The belief that all humans have inherent worth and deserve basic rights and equitable
treatment. People should be inherently valued regardless of any status or situation.
Respect: A feeling of admiration and esteem for others.

Treating Children and People With Dignity Means:
 Actively listen to them and their concerns – engage them in meaningful conversation
 Asking for opinions and let them know that you value those opinions
 Involving people in the decision making process
 Including people in the conversation rather than pretending that someone is not there
 Speaking to them like an adult
 Avoiding gossip, teasing, etc.
 Inherently valuing the individual regardless of any status or situation
 Separating people’s abusive actions from their essential humanity
 Detaching from expectations and assumptions – see people as they are and not as you wish

them to be
 Asking a few kind and compassionate questions – be curious about the individual and

refrain from interrogating them
 Being authentically interested in the other person
 Being truthful if you do not understand what they are saying
 Respecting privacy
 Hearing what others are saying and understand how they are feeling
 Refraining from arguing over values
 Acknowledging that everyone's life is unique to them
 Letting a child answer rather than their parent
 Looking at the person you are speaking to if a translator is being used

Respect Children and People by:
 allowing them to make choices
 negotiating possible solutions
 keeping information shared in private confidential (unless that places the person in jeopardy)
 exploring the importance of the decision made if a decision they make is different than one

you would make
 recognizing, complimenting and valuing the contributions of others
 fostering collaborative relationships
 having empathy for every person’s life situation
 being thoughtful of others' feelings
 validating other people's contributions
 obeying policies, procedures, customs, etc.
 being polite
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 not prying if someone does not want to share something
 being authentic
 letting them know that they matter to us
 acknowledging when a child does not want to participate and let them decide when they

want to come in
 acknowledging their contributions and thanking them
 making positive comments only
 giving their ideas full consideration
 allowing people to speak without interrupting them and give them your full attention
 including others by getting their input, feedback and ideas from them
 avoiding interrupting people who are on the phone or conversing with others
 admitting when we are wrong and taking responsibility for our own actions
 addressing any mistakes with kindness
 observing any physical boundaries and allowing them ample personal spaces
 knocking before opening a closed door
 accepting that there is no one right way to do things or how to live
 empathizing with different perspectives even if you don't understand them
 offering them assistance if it is needed

Good Advice:

 Use dignity as our anchor and ground your work in the belief that every person has value.
 Separate people’s abusive actions from their essential humanity.
 It may look like the same thing—treating the person with respect versus treating that person

with dignity but there is an important distinction. Respect acknowledges the behavior while
dignity teaches the importance of civility and humanity. This distinction between dignity and
respect allows us to not be driven by fear, anxiety, or hold resentment and somehow
sabotage the person that acted in a troubling way. Surprisingly, separating respect and
dignity enables you to be better at your job when interacting with difficult people.
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